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Promo Dispenser - A Unique Website for iPhone Developers and Users
Published on 01/11/10
3D Magic Kft. has launched their Promo Dispenser website, a unique and free service for
iPhone developers to promote their apps and games by giving away promotional codes. It
serves as a unique opportunity for users to get paid apps and games for free downloading
them directly from iTunes. Since the launch of the website nearly 500 developers took the
opportunity to register and promote their apps by giving away more, than 5000 promotional
codes in a controlled environment.
Budapest, Hungary - 3D Magic Kft., the developers and publishers of many successfull
iPhone games release their Promo Dispenser website. Promo Dispenser is a unique and free
service for iPhone developers to promote their apps and games by giving away promotional
codes, and a unique opportunity for users to get paid apps and games for free downloading
them directly from iTunes.
Promo Dispenser was opened in its beta 2.0 version to the public in July 2009 and it
attracted attention on the net immediately among bloggers, iPhone developers and iPhone
users as well. Since the launch of the website nearly 500 developers took the opportunity
to register and promote their apps by giving away more, than 5000 promotional codes in a
controlled environment. Over 3000 registered members use the site day by day to download,
rate and review those apps on the site and on iTunes likewise.
The community is growing every day, in the last year the site drove 60.000 visits by
30.000 unique visitors, who wrote nearly 4000 reviews for more, than 500 apps and games.
Users and developers only have to register with a nickname and a legal email address and
profit immediately from a win-win system without setting up and participating in any
sweepstakes, lottery or drawings, which are commonly used by other forums, blogs and
community sites like Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and the like.
Promo Dispenser's users get paid apps with a single button click and in exchange they have
nothing else to do, than to rate the app and write a honest review on the site and on
iTunes. Developers are always able to track, which of their codes are taken and they can
be sure to get feedback on their developments in opposite of other marketing techniques,
where their codes are mostly wasted. Promo Dispenser is free to use for both, developers
and users.
Promo Dispenser:
http://iphoneapp-promocodes.com
3D Magic:
http://3dmagicbox.com

3D Magic Kft. is an independent Game Development Studio based in Budapest/Hungary and
the
developer and publisher of successful iPhone games like Rollercoaster Builder or Alpine
Crawler. The company is also developing a Dark Fantasy MMORPG called Renaissance and a
not
yet announced unique browser based game. Copyright (C) 2009 3D Magic Kft. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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